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Welcome to the Fat Prophets User Manual. We suggest you take a few minutes to read this
document as it will assist you in maximising the benefit of your Fat Prophets Membership.
The User's Manual is a guide for Members on how to apply the Fat Prophets report to a share
portfolio. The manual also contains useful information regarding the website, archives and how to
access the report on a weekly basis. Fat Prophets is different to most other services in that every
recommendation is branded with a particular 'label' to assist Members in determining the suitability
of a particular stock. You will find an explanation of these 'labels' within the manual, along with a
description of the different risk profiles that accompany each recommendation.
The User's Manual also establishes the ground rules for the Fat Prophets Portfolio, and what
happens after a recommendation is made. Every recommendation made by Fat Prophets can be
easily referenced in the FAT archive section of the Members area. It is our intention to make our
recommendations as transparent and accountable as possible, regardless of whether a stock is
profitable or not. We believe that Fat Prophets is one of the first advisory services in Australasia to
achieve 'transparency' of this clarity.
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STOCK MARKET FLUCTUATIONS
Members should note Fat Prophets predominantly applies a value oriented investment style, with
the typical holding period often being more than twelve months. From both a fundamental and
charting perspective, we generally adopt a medium to longer term horizon when making
recommendations.
On occasions the timing of our recommendations is wrong, and a stock could typically fall by 10
percent or more. In most cases this is of no great concern, provided the underlying fundamental
value of the company remains intact. In these situations, we aim to maintain exposure to the stock
(with a hold recommendation) until such time as the price action improves. In many such instances,
further buy recommendations will be made if we perceive the opportunity as being favourable.
When a company's underlying financial position is sound and intrinsic value is obvious, the share
price will typically recover at some point in time to reflect fair value. We generally only recommend
selling an underperforming stock if the value assumption no longer holds true.
As famed stock market investor Warren Buffet has often said, "You are neither right nor wrong
because the crowd disagrees with you. You are right because your data and reasoning are right."
Caltex is a prime example of this. After our initial recommendation in 2001, the oil refiner traded
lower for an extended period losing 50 percent in value before going on to more than double from
the initially recommended price.
Despite the sizable loss that followed the first buy recommendation (other buys followed at
opportunistic lower prices), we remained firmly of the opinion that Caltex was trading significantly
below fair value. This view was ultimately vindicated during 2002 and 2003 when Caltex went on to
become one of the best performing stocks on the ASX. In our experience, patience is a key element
to successful investing.
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BUY/SELL RECOMMENDATIONS
It is worth highlighting that buy recommendations are only made when the right opportunities
surface. In the event of there being no suitable buy recommendations for a given week, we will
provide Members with both updates to existing stocks within the Fat Prophets portfolio and macro
overview pieces. Being patient and waiting for the right opportunity is important when investing.
When a buy recommendation is made a price level will always be given where we think the stock
should be bought up to. This level represents the maximum price that Members should pay when
placing buy orders. If you are unable to buy the stock at the recommended level we suggest leaving
a bid with the broker and being patient.
Most stocks will trade above and below the recommended buy price over the short term. With
patience however, in most situations Members should be able to purchase stock at the
recommended price.
On occasions, when a stock is thinly traded, we may use the terminology 'Buy around $XYZ'. In this
instance, Members should use discretion in fine-tuning their entry level. For hypothetical
performance calculations, Fat Prophets will use the opening price the morning following the
recommendation.
Once a sell recommendation is made, Members should aim to sell as closely as possible to the
recommended price. For the purpose of tabulating our performance, in instances where the
recommendation is to 'Sell around $XYZ', Fat Prophets will use the opening price the morning
following the recommendation.
In order to indicate what action you should take on a stock, Fat Prophets uses the following symbols

Symbol

Meaning

Explanation

Buy

Buy stock for anticipated share price appreciation

Sell

Sell stock for anticipated share price depreciation

Sell Half

Sell half your holdings, lock in some profits or reduce risk

Hold

Hold stock, review of company fundamentals

Avoid

Avoid stock for strong anticipated share price depreciation

Traffic Light

We like the stock, but it’s presently too expensive
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STRUCTURE OF A PORTFOLIO
Fat Prophets is not licenced to provide specific portfolio construction advice for individuals. We can,
however, provide guidance to the type of holding that we believe a stock represents.
Below are meanings that we use to indicate what purpose a stock may serve in a portfolio:

Meaning
Core

Special
Speculative

Explanation
Predominantly large caps stocks, we consider ‘Core’ recommendations as
solid long term holdings and worthy of a place in all investors’ portfolios
Perhaps a turnaround story or ‘special situation’, these recommendations
are designed to add variety to a portfolio
As the name suggests, these recommendations can carry high risk, with the
promise of large rewards. Allocate capital accordingly

RISK PROFILE
Risk is a critical element when deciding whether a particular recommendation is possibly suited to
you. While we know a number of our Members are comfortable taking on higher risk situations, we
strongly believe that you should not have exposure to too many high-risk ideas at any one time.
There is always a likelihood that high-risk ideas will experience a significant degree of volatility. We
feel the best approach for less experienced Members (and those who dislike the likelihood of
extreme volatility) is to limit themselves to the low and medium risk ideas.
Please take note that there are significant risks involved when investing directly on the stock market
and it is imperative that an investor has full comprehension of their own risk profile. We strongly
suggest seeking the professional opinion of an investment advisor if you have any doubts over the
suitability of a recommendation to your individual situation.
In order to make differentiating between the different risk profiles easy we again the three
meanings below

Meaning
Low
Medium
High

Explanation
Relatively low volatility. Long term expectation of capital loss low.
Medium volatility. Potential for capital losses.
Very volatile. Potentially aggressive returns but higher risk of capital losses.
Allocate funds accordingly.
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PASSWORD ASSISTANCE
When registering for Fat Prophets you will be either issued an automatically generated password or
asked to choose one. Your access details are specific to you and MUST NOT BE TRANSFERRED to
anyone. You can change your password by using the "My Password" function in the members area of
the website.

PUBLISHING TIMES
Report
Australasian Equities
Australasian Mining
United Kingdom Equities
European Mining
United States Equities
CFD Trading Report

Publishing times
Published on Tuesday evenings at roughly 6.00pm Australian Eastern
Standard Time
Published on Wednesday evenings at roughly 6.00pm Australian Eastern
Standard Time
Published on Thursday evenings at roughly 7.30pm British Standard
Time
Published on Monday afternoons at roughly 1.00pm British Standard
Time
Published on Friday mornings, having been posted 6.00pm Australian
Eastern Standard Time
Published daily around 9.00am British Standard Time, 6.00pm Australian
Eastern Standard Time

We aim to publish up to 49 times a year with the scheduled exceptions being Easter, Labour Day (in
NSW, Australia) and Christmas.

ALLOCATING CAPITAL
With respect to allocating capital towards each recommendation, we believe the best approach is
for Members to follow at least four or five stock ideas. The merit with this approach is
diversification. Like the markets, Fat Prophets is not perfect and losses are unfortunately inevitable.
However, with more irons in the fire there is potentially a greater chance of overall success.
We also recommend diversifying risk among different sectors, so as to avoid placing all eggs in the
one basket. In order to keep brokerage charges down to a reasonable percentage, around $2,000 or
£1,000 is the minimum amount we would generally suggest allocating to each particular stock. If this
means you do not have enough capital to follow four or five ideas, we believe it is best to follow
fewer stocks and keep your minimum investment to approximately $2,000 or £1,000.
It is important to remember that there is no pressure to buy the first recommendations that are
made. We suggest being patient and taking some time to get an understanding of the Fat Prophets
methodology. This will help ensure that the recommendations you choose to follow are the most
suitable for you.
In order to help you select the most suitable recommendation, we 'brand' each individual stock idea.
We also point out what we perceive to be the underlying risk factor.
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STOP LOSSES
In our weekly equity reports, we do not use a set stop loss. This is for two reasons:
1) All of our Members have different tolerances to risk, and as such it isn't possible for us to tailor a
stop loss to suit everyone's needs.
2) Because we are combining fundamental analysis with chart analysis, a fixed dollar stop loss is
generally not appropriate (like it would be if we were using charts alone). Instead we will continue to
recommend holding a stock as long as our underlying value assumptions remain valid.
Risk management is an important aspect to successful investing. In our opinion adhering to a strict
stop loss is essential in some circumstances (for example where leverage or borrowed funds are
involved) but more flexible in others (where diversified and well researched value investing is being
applied).
We encourage members to diversify their stock holdings and not to place too much capital into high
risk recommendations.

CAN I ASK FOR ADDITIONAL STOCK ADVICE?
As a rule we do not provide advice outside of the report. Each of our recommendations are
thoroughly researched and this takes up a significant amount of time and resources. Unfortunately
from a time perspective we are simply unable to extend this to providing general advice on stocks
not covered within the Fat Prophets Portfolio.
We encourage feedback about the report, and if there are any questions relating to a particular
edition please email your query through to us. However please understand that we cannot comment
on individual stocks outside of the Fat Prophets Portfolio.

FAT PROPHETS SERVICES
Service
Daily Fat Chat

Daily Research
Mid Week Alerts

Friday Fat Wrap
Account Management

Description
Daily email, before the market opens, straight from the desk of Angus
Geddes (CEO) covering relevant thoughts, opinions and insights on the
markets
Daily Research posted to the Fat Prophets website covering our latest
BUY and SELL recommendations
When a significant event impacts any of the stocks we cover, we’ll tell
you about it right away via our midweek alert service. In addition, if an
investment opportunity arises and it can’t wait for the weekly report,
we’ll email it to you without delay
Our Friday Wrap magazine pulls together the major highlights of the
week
You own personal Account Manager is just a phone call away to answer
any questions you might have about the stocks we cover
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WEBSITE FEATURES
Feature
Search function

Latest Weekly Report

New Recommendations

Portfolio

Past Recommendations

Mid-Week Alerts
Daily Fat Chat

Fat Wrap Archive

Printing Reports

Description
Located towards the top right hand corner of the Members Area, you
will be able to search for particular stocks easily and quickly. The search
results will return all reports from our archives related to your entered
keywords.
When you click on ‘Latest Weekly Report’, you will always be directed
towards the most recent published report straight from our analyst’s
desks.
The New Recommendations tab provides a quick summary of our most
recent recommendations made on the stocks we cover. Here you will be
able click on links that take you straight to the most recent individual
stock reports covered, as well as links taking you to past reports for
these stocks.
Our Portfolio tab displays all the stocks currently held within our
portfolio. Information in these tables include stock codes, investment
type, risk rating, initial issue date and entry price, current action and a
link taking you to the latest report for each stock.
Our Past Recommendations tab summarises all the stocks we have sold
out of. Information included in these tables include stock codes, initial
buy prices, date and report, sell prices date and report, as well as our
return and annualised return.
The Mid Weeks alert tab displays all of our alerts we have sent out to
our members in the past.
You can access our most recently published Daily Fat Chat directly off
the home page of the Members Area, or alternatively through the left
hand side menu. You can also navigate past Fat Chat’s through the
archive calendar located towards the right of the screen.
You can access our most recently published Fat Wrap directly off the
home page of the Members Area, or alternatively through the left hand
side menu. You can also navigate past Fat Wraps by clicking on Fat Wrap
Archive on the left hand side menu.
You have the ability to print full reports (e.g. FAT-AUS-650) or individual
reports (e.g. Telstra) in the Members Area. To do so, open the full or
individual report you wish to print, and click on the ‘print full report’ or
‘print’ icon located directly above the report.
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